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 ABSTRACT:- Computer vision becomes more focused in last few decades because of its precision in 

decision making and identification. The computation power is increasing rapidly in computer systems over a 

period of time which results satisfactory results against the versatile demand of applications. Artificial 

intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, etc buzz  words have change the life of people by incorporating 
automation and preciseness in their routine line. In this article, we have constructed an open application to 

detect human face once it is registered in our system. The system is “Open” in terms as it has enough capacity 

to get plugged and play with any application. The application is developed using python as a language and 

openCV library using PyCharm tool. The application can be incorporated with any of the application to improve 

robustness of it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

 The goal of this article is to provide an easier human-machine interaction routine when user 

authentication is needed through   face detection and recognition. With the aid of a regular web camera, a 

machine is able to detect and recognize a person’s face; a custom login screen with the ability to filter user 

access based on the users’ facial features will be developed. Face detection and recognition is a major area of 

research within biometric signal processing. Since most techniques assume the face images normalized in terms 

of scale and rotation, their performance depends upon the accuracy of the detected face position within the 

image. This makes face detection a crucial step-in the process of face recognition. Several face detection 

techniques have been proposed so far, including motion detection, skin color segmentation and neural network 

based methods. Skin tone detection does not perform equally well on different skin colors and is sensitive to 

changes in illumination. In this paper we present a model-based approach that works on grayscale still images. 

 
 Facebook, Amazon, Google and other tech companies have different implementations of it. Before 

they can recognize a face, their software must be able to detect it first. Amazon has developed a system of real 

time face detection and recognition   using cameras. Facebook uses it mostly on photos that their users upload in 

order to suggest tagging friends. 

 

 A real time face recognition algorithm based on TensorFlow, OpenCV, MTCNN and Facenet. Face 

reading depends on OpenCV2, embedding faces is based on Facenet, detection has done with the help of 

MTCNN, and recognition with classifier. The main idea was inspired by OpenFace. However, the author has 

preferred Python for writing code. In This project, HAAR cascades are used for face detection and Eigenface, 

Fisherface and LBPH are used for face recognition. 

 

Face detection:  is the process of locating a face region in image. This step does not care who the person is, just 
that it is a human face. 

 

Face recognition: is the process of putting a label to a known face. Just like humans learn to recognize their 

family, friends and celebrities just by seeing their face, there are many techniques for a computer to learn to 

recognize a known face 
 

II. TECHNOLOGY USED: 
            The technology, which uses machine learning to detect, match and identify faces, is being used in a 

wide variety of ways, including entertainment and marketing. The Kinect motion gaming system, for example, 

uses facial recognition to differentiate among players. 
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I. Software (Integrated Development Environments) 

 Pycharm IDLE:- 

 With PyCharm you can develop applications in Python. In addition, in the Professional edition, one can 

develop Django, Flask and Pyramid applications. Also, it fully supports HTML (including HTML5), CSS, 

JavaScript, and XML: these languages are bundled in the IDE via plugins and are switched on for you by 

default. Support for the other languages and frameworks can also be added  via plugins (go to Settings | Plugins 

or PyCharm | Preferences | Plugins for macOS users, to find out more or set them up during the first IDE 
launch). 

 

 PyCharm is a cross-platform IDE that works on Windows, macOS, and Linux.If you need assistance 

installing PyCharm, see the installation instructions: Requirements, Installation and Launching.In general to 
start developing in Python with PyCharm you need to download, install and start PyCharm (depending on your 

platform). 

 

 

 

II. Language used: 

 

 Python: 
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a) Easy to Learn and Use: python is easy to learn and use. It is developer-friendly and high level 

 programming language. 

b) Expressive Language: Python language is more expressive means that it is more understandable and 

 readable. 

c) Interpreted Language: Python is an interpreted language i.e. interpreter executes the code line by line at 
 a time. This makes debugging easy and thus suitable for beginners. 

d) Cross-platform Language: Python can run equally on different platforms such as Windows, Linux, 

 Unix and Macintosh etc. So, we can say that Python is a portable language. 

e) Free and Open Source: Python language is freely available at address. The source-code is also 

 available. Therefore it is open source. 

f) Object-Oriented Language: Python supports object oriented language and concepts of classes and 

 objects come into existence. 

g) Large Standard Library: Python has a large and broad library and provides rich set of module and 

 functions for rapid application development. 

 

 
III. Library/Framework: 
 

 OpenCV: 

 

 OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) is a library of programming functions for real-time 
computer vision. The face detection part of the project was made using an OpenCV  Library for Scala. The 

reason was that most Face APIs are restricted to doing detection on  pictures  only, whereas the project was 

required to have face detection done on a live video footage to speed up the process of checking student 

attendance and prevent queues before lectures. 

 

 

 The Open CV library proved to be flexible enough for the project as it can accurately detect a face    in 

real time and highlight it by drawing a rectangle around the faces of the students passing by. This all happens in 

a window separate from the face recognition so the lecturer can keep track of both students passing by while 

having their faces detected and the feedback from the recognition part of the system. While faces are being 

detected, the application takes a snapshot of the live footage    every second and then sends it to the recognition 

system. 
 

III. PROBLEMS / DRAWBACKS: 

Most face recognition algorithms are extremely sensitive to lighting conditions, so that if it was trained 

to recognize   a person when they are in a dark room, it probably won’t recognize them in a bright room, etc. 

This problem is referred to as "lumination dependent", and there are also many other issues, such as the face 

should also be in a very consistent position within the images (such as the eyes being in the same pixel 
coordinates), consistent size, rotation angle, hair and makeup, emotion (smiling, angry, etc), position of lights 

(to the left or above, etc). 

 

 

 

IV. IMPLIMENTATION: 
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a) Splash Screen: 

 

b) Graphical User Interface: 

 For new registration user should take permission of authenticated user. 

Train model enables you to train images of new users that you want the model to recognize and to get a 

prediction score. 
By Recognize, user’s web cam open and start searching for faces. 

 

c) Webcam Access: 
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d) Recognize UI: 

 After recognized the authenticated user’s face, Another UI opened. Unhide option unhide and open the    

file which is hidden before. 

 Hide option use to hide the files which is visible at any particular dictionary. Open dataset opens the 

folder where all images of user’s faces are stored. 

History is text file which is stored History of user’s authentication activity. 
 

e) Dataset: 

 

 

f) Hide or Unhide File: 

 Person can secure some private data in any file and put path of that file inside the code. It helps to 

hide or unhide the file.  
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 Here you can see the table that describes different faces with their matches. 

 Firstly images of detected faces are stored in dataset. 

 The images of faces that was stored in dataset, will compare with images of faces while recognizing 

the authorize person’s face. 

 If the comparison is successfully matched then person can access specific system or else the user 

should try again or register him/her. 

 

V.    PROPOSER USE & APPLICATION: 
 Face recognition is also useful in human computer interaction, virtual reality, database recovery, 
multimedia, computer entertainment, information security e.g. operating system, medical records, online 

banking, Biometric e.g. Personal Identification - Passports, driver licenses , Automated identity verification - 

border controls , Law enforcement e.g. video surveillances , investigation , Personal Security - driver 

monitoring system, home video surveillance system. Applications & examples: 
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I. Face Identification: Face recognition systems identify people by their face images. Face recognition 

systems establish the presence of an authorized person rather than just checking whether a valid identification 

(ID) or key is being used or whether the user knows the secret personal identification numbers (Pins) or 

passwords. The following are example. To eliminate duplicates in a nationwide voter registration system 

because there are cases where the   same person was assigned more than one identification number. The face 

recognition system directly compares the face images of the voters and does not use ID numbers to differentiate 

one from the others. 
 

II. Access Control: In many of the access control applications, such as office access or computer logon, 

the size of the group of people that need to be recognized is relatively small. The face pictures are also caught 

under natural conditions, such as frontal faces and indoor illumination. The face recognition system of this 

application can achieve high accuracy without much co-operation from user. The following are the example. 

Face recognition technology is used to monitor continuously who is in front of a computer terminal. It allows 

the user to leave the terminal without closing files and logging out. When the user leaves for a predetermined 

time, a screen saver covers up the work and disables the mouse & keyboard. When the user comes back and is 

recognized, the screen saver clears and the    previous session appears as it was left. Any other user who tries to 

logon without authorization is denied. 

 
 

III. Security: Today more than ever, security is a primary concern at airports and for airline staff office 

and passengers. Airport protection systems that use face recognition technology have been implemented at 

many airports around the world. The following are the two examples. In October, 2001, Fresno Yosemite 

International (FYI) airport in California deployed Visage's face recognition technology for airport security 

purposes. The system is designed to alert FYl's airport public safety officers whenever an individual matching 

the appearance of a known terrorist suspect enters the airport's security checkpoint. Anyone recognized by the 

system would have further investigative processes by public safety officers. 

 

IV. Image database investigations: Searching image databases of licensed drivers, benefit recipients, 

missing children, immigrants and police bookings. 

 
V. General identity verification: Electoral registration, banking, electronic commerce, identifying 

newborns, national IDs, passports, employee IDs. 

 

VI. Surveillance: Like security applications in public places, surveillance by face recognition systems has 

a low user satisfaction level, if not lower. Free lighting conditions, face orientations and other divisors all make 

the deployment of face recognition systems for large scale surveillance a challenging task. The following are 

some example of face based surveillance. To enhance town center surveillance in Newham Borough of London, 

this has 300 cameras linked to the closed circuit TV (CCTV) controller room. The city council claims that the 

technology has helped to achieve a 34% drop in crime since its facility. Similar systems are in place in 

Birmingham, England. In 1999   Visionics was awarded a contract from National Institute of Justice to develop 

smart CCTV technology. 
 

VI.   CONCLUSION: 
 As a concluding note, we recommend that the system is vital where implicit identity is must. User’s 

password or pattern can be cracked as it is explicit identity module but it is near to impossible to crack such 

implicit identity of the user. The system is designed   and developed in such a way that it can be incorporated 

with any existing project or product. The detection accuracy we achieved is   80% approximately but it can be 

improved to 95% by using more sophisticated approached and hardware. We have used in built    camera of 

laptop for computing the image for registration and recognition as well. More sophisticated and high resolution 

camera may improve the performance of the system. The system was developed as  a part of our curriculum and 
we shall try to continue it with   better precision and performance. 
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